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Generál David H. Berger ve čtvrtek večer rychle ukončil spekulace o

tom, kdo by měl plnit své boty jako velitel oddílu Bílého klobouku

armády Spojených států. Svolal svou radu – v současné době 12

vysokých důstojníků ze všech složek ozbrojených sil – k šifrovanému

videohovoru, aby sdělil zprávu: Jeho nástupcem bude zástupce

velitele námořní pěchoty Eric M. Smith, udatný, bitevní… ostřílený

důstojník, který vedl mariňáky do bojů v Iráku a Afghánistánu.
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Jeho záslužná vyznamenání jsou legendární a mariňáci si ho váží.

Pomineme-li Afghánistán a Irák, generál Smith velel Jižnímu

velitelství sil námořní pěchoty USA, 1. divizi námořní pěchoty, III.

expedičnímu sboru námořní pěchoty a velitelství bojového rozvoje

námořní pěchoty.

Nedávno pomáhal navrhnout plán bitvy, který umožnil společné

pracovní skupině speciálních operací zmocnit se pevnosti Mount

Weather FEMA.

Generál Smith, který se nezúčastnil hovoru, převezme velení nad

všemi vojenskými operacemi Bílého klobouku s platností od 1. ledna,

řekl generál Berger a dodal, že si prozatím ponechá pravomoc.

"Generál Smith je ten správný mariňák pro tuto práci," řekl generál

Berger radě. „Mnozí z vás se s ním setkali a znáte jeho pověst. Těch

pár z vás, kteří ne, se s ním brzy seznámí. On není žádný nesmysl.

Marine a skutečný patriot. Otřese to a ty mu prokážeš stejnou úctu a

respekt jako mně. Budu stále nablízku a budu radit z řádků. Ale

generál Smith bude quarterback."

Generál Berger by veřejně nevysvětlil své důvody, proč odstoupil,

zdroj obeznámený s hovorem řekl Real Raw News, ale řekl: „Jakékoli

příběhy o kypící nenávisti mezi mnou a prezidentem Trumpem jsou

hrubě přehnané. V poslední době jsme měli pár rozdílů, to je vše. Mé

důvody jsou mé vlastní. A řeknu vám to všechno, generál Smith

nebude tolerovat šarlatánské historky o klonu Donalda Trumpa nebo

dvojitém sezení v Mar-a-Lago, takže si hlavu pořádně rozmyslete.

Trump nám dal toto pověření a vy všichni jste odpověděli na jeho

volání."

Na závěr náš zdroj řekl, že generál Berger se uchýlil ke krátkému,

srdečnému projevu a řekl, že má pocit, že sloužil komunitě Bílého

klobouku a svému prezidentovi s hrdostí, důstojností a ctí, a žádal

radu, aby „stále bojovala za dobrý boj i v těch nejtemnějších dnech."
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Poznámka: Tribunál Nancy Pelosi skončil včera pozdě odpoledne.

Většinu dne mi zabere jeho sepsání. Dnes se musím vtěsnat do dvou

schůzek k doktorům, takže zveřejnění může být až v sobotu. Verdikt

by neměl být překvapením. Děkuji za Tvoji trpělivost.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 51 314krát, dnes 1 228 návštěv)

Addition from your last Post

 
Gen. Berger “Steps Down” as Commander of White Hats

 
Maybe This will help you understand.

 
Trump says that spoils belong to the victor. Is That’s an

invitation to more war.

 
If Trump condones plunder and conquest under the

maxim, “to the victor go the spoils,”

 
And We Act on It.

 
Will Sovereignty Be the Prize

 
Follow President Trump.

 
He is a Capitalist’s.

 
Their is Nothing Wrong With Making Money.

 
To those That Will Freely Enjoin With Me.
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The Reward Has Been Spoken

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
“to the victor go the spoils,”

I don’t trust Trump … I gave him the benefit of doubt and voted for

him in 2020 and I regret it now. As far as I am concern he and the

white hats are traitors for allowing an illegitimate government to

take power when he could have stopped it.

Any news on the “investigation” into the fraud that took place again?

Why is it that we can find plenty of evidence of fraud online, but the

white hats can’t. Or maybe their decision was to do nothing about the

fraud … again.

With Berger stepping down is an indication to me the white hats are

NOT in control.

Why are you even here? You always say how much you don’t trust

Trump and the Military isn’t doing their job and the White Hats are

not in control, blah, blah, blah….This is War and obviously you don’t

understand even a small degree.

Not just a war, but a long view war. That is how the elitists have been

playing the world population for the past 80+ years. There is such a

thing among them called the 300 year plan and the 100 year plan,

which I believe we at the tale end of both those plans time period.

There is a reason everyone is being told to “clean their house”

because something truly big and remarkable it going to take place

very soon.

“Tail” end. I’ll believe it when I see it. Personally I don’t like being

told fairy tales or being left totally in the dark.

For some reason on this forum, questioning T is looked down upon.

It is the same kind of intolerance that we see from friends of

Hussein….
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you can criticize trump. but you also must criticize your 0own party

too. Obamas, facuui, Clintons and etc. if you don’t see the bad in

them. your hopeless.

Why should we criticize what they, the NAZI/Communists have

done? They are proving Darwin’s theory of evolution by having all of

the brain-dead, brainwashed idiots take fatal drugs; most of which

are Democrats and RINO’s, which are the same thing, the UniParty.

Last edited 1 hour ago by ShadowGhost

Hussein is not even worth of being written in the same sentence as

Trump…unless it’s “Trump Watches as Military Hangs Hussein.

Well, given that Hussein is a gay Kenya Muslin married to a Tranni

that hates America (USA)… Yes, they have little in common.

Its real simple , Follow the latter of leadership , you know the ones

murdering and terrorizing children robbing us blind . we support

Trump here you dont care for the blow back comments on here you

and your face diaper can go to facebook or twitter .

Well, since Trump IS God’s anointed and appointed, if you are

questioning Trump, you are ALSO questioning God. Your time would

be better spent humbling yourself and seeking God.

Yes

 
BITCHUTE.COM ● SG ANON interviews

 
● Derek Johnson ● Juan O’Savin

 
EXCITING TIMES !! GOD WINS

Much has been said about General Berger, however, he was never

part of the inner circle of 8, which is way above his pay-grade and

trust. He was tasked to do a job and he failed! What General Berger

failed to realize is that the United States of America, Inc. ended when

the Vatican and London orchestrated the overthrow of our
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government on November 3rd, 2020 with the help of china and

others; and we are now what we used to be before General Grant sold

us out to be slaves, the Republic of the United States of America.

This is 5th Generation warfare at its finest; 5D chess being played out

when the Traitors Worldwide fail at the simple game of

checkers. Thus, they make the same moves over and over again. The

Rothschild’s and company lack originality and only have the ability

to play the same hand over and over again; then, when they play a

different hand, it gets handed to them because they are so

intellectually challenged they fail every time.

To answer your question, President Trump is a Master at 5D Chess

and it takes a keen intellect to understand what he’s doing even if

optics are bad. Most can’t handle trying to understand what’s going

on; how his move(s) will always force the Traitors to do something,

move in a direction of trumps choosing… Do I need to explain 5th

generation warfare to you? 

Last edited 1 hour ago by ShadowGhost

You have been in the dark for the last 80 years and Trump has been

the only one shining the light on all the corruption . Trump has

exposed everything , if your not happy go back to following the

satanist agenda . What a baby .

When they run out of Deep State and Traitors and global elites and

God has carried out his judgment on the wicked and rebellious, then

our country will be restored to what it was when the founding fathers

set it up, and we will be trult FREE again. Until then keep the faith

and continue praying.

Look at the big picture butch Rome was not built in a day and a

smart tactician never reveals his complete plan that’s why Q said

follow the bread crumbs not to eat the damn things. UNDERSTAND

SLIM SLOW
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Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming, Nothing! (NCSWIC, N!)

WWG1WGA, WW

 
(Where We Go One, We Go All, WorldWide!

 
A Thousand years of peace when we destroy the NAZI/Communists!

Keep the eye on the prize…..

Almighty God has a LIFETIME and eternity plan. Worry LESS about

30 and 100 year plans of FOOLS who think they are bigger than God.

Actually, the Rothschild’s have been playing this game for over a

thousand years, and longer. They instigate a war making it seem

there’s a different reason… The Rothschild’s fund both sides of the

war, the fund both sides of the rebuilding, they purchase stock for

pennies on the dollar (whatever monetary currency that exists)…

they create a central banks, fiat currency that another generation will

eventually take down; purchasing precious metals and land before

they destroy the fiat currency. This time they are failing. Everything

they put into place is not working out. The 16 year plan to destroy

America has failed, and there is no way they can regain control of

their narrative or reverse course. Thus, they have to move forward,

damn the torpedoes, full steam ahead and face Military Tribunals

before they forfeit their lives. History books are written by the

winners, the remaining Rothschild’s will not be able to show their

faces in public when this war is over. I see it al the time, who re the

true puppet maters? The Rothschild’s, the Vatican, and the Royal

family in that order. These are the three (3) that orchestrated the

overthrow of the USA government on 11/3/2020 with help from

China with the help of Congress and State Legislatures… The High

Treason runs very deep. These installed puppets like Robin Vos,

Wisconsin, think nothing of committing Treason rigging their own

primary election to install themselves for another term. 

Last edited 2 hours ago by ShadowGhost

That “bad look” sure caught the MSM in a trap though, didn’t it?!!!

Aka “The Art of War.”
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The “bad look” netted Mr. Trump >$4MM in a couple of hours.

Anyone kvetching about this will be encouraged to look at and

comment upon the Hunter Biden art enterprise.

You are truly an idiot if you believe that FBI/CIA/etc…. Trump

played you idiots again! While the fake news was focused on the

NFT’s, a hour plus later POTUS19 made the real announcement

regarding the Bill of Rights and those doing all in their power to

destroy it. That alone should have shook traitors like you to the

core! In addition Trump introduced the way to use/access the new

digital currency… ending slavery to the Federal Reserve Bank (the

Rothschild’s.)

I’m stating fact that can’t be disputed. I don’t give a damn you don’t

agree. I will always continue to question and point out the facts. If

you don’t like my blah blah blah … then don’t read it.

 
The people have a right to know what is going on. War or no war. It’s

no excuse for the white hats and Trump violating their oath of office

… FACT

Just another Traitor amongst millions in state/federal government

jobs including congress…. I look forward to your Military Tribunal as

an Enemy Combantant and when found guilty being put to death and

all family assets seized. Ones family can never prosper from any form

of Treason.

I hope you are in a cell near Elizabeth Warren eating her famous

PowWow Chow as a last meal, and share the same day necktie.

And another thing … you people that don’t like my blah blah blah ….

don’t give a damn that they are not doing anything about the election

fraud AGAIN …. oh no … you are more that willing to let it go and on

to 2024. Never mind that the congress is illegitimate.
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And show me where the white hats are in control other than what

MB reports with little evidence to back it up. They sure wasn’t in

control of that army unit that attack those marines. I REFUSE to

look the other way like many here are more that willing to do …

 
negative away … you can’t dispute the facts but it will make you feel

better.

White Hats are soldiers doing whag they are told. General Berger

could not handle being told what to do without being part of the

inner circle. Thus, he failed! his command. There are only 8 people

that know the plan that has been worked out over the last 50 years

since the USA, Inc. assassinated President John F. Kennedy.

Spirittoo is obviously a FBI/CIA Deep State Asset.

He/She/It/Cockold never voted for 45/19. The individual is simply a

Troll. Please do not feed the Communist/NAZI brainwashed idiots!

Look at Fall Cabal 1- through……the rest ( not sure how many now).

Be prepared to weep for the children et al. I started there Presidential

election time. It will fill in alot of blanks, of what is really, crucially

going on too

If you regret your 2020 vote, to whom would your flawless hindsight

have you cast your ballot, instead?

 
Yeah, right.

Ye of little faith… you and I, we are the wave to higher dimensions.

Love and light. Keep failures!

Yes, if spirittoo had the faith as small as the mustard seed, he could

command the mulberry tree to be transplanted to a different

location(am paraphrasing here). Furthermore, consider these;

 
-had Noah seen the flood, he would not have needed faith to build

the ark

 
– had Moses seen the red sea already parted, he would not have

needed faith to remain standing holding his staff

 
-had David already seen Goliath slain, he would not needed faith to
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stand up and fight the giant.

Faith is a very important virtue in our journey in life. Let’s live it.

Blessings,

Just sharing my faith that is smaller than a mustard seed. I truly

believe that all Christians are under construction till we’re called

home someday.

 
Blessings,

I understand your doubt and you have valid points. I do believe that

we don’t know half of what is going on. I think the enemy reads this

too. It’s in God’s hands.

Yeah.. thanks Spiritoo for adding your very special voice – after all,

you Voted for President Trump and it didn’t come with a happy meal

you say? Well President Trump’s supporters don’t get to hear enough

complaining about him everywhere else, do we? So yeah, thanks

Spiritoo for coming all the way over here to stamp your feet as if your

sour grapes would move the ball any further towards the goalpost.

Actually,….the Galactic Federation’s hands, the guys responsible for

maintaining earth and when things start going bad, they bring the

cleaning crew to sweep up the negative dirt and expell it to another

shitpit planet that takes in the trash from the clean up crew….or

white hats…

Under a bright desert sky, about 20 mustangs munched on the

crested wheatgrass meant for the Angus cattle he grazes here on

public land.

“You’ve got to look up to them. They’re tough,” the fourth-generation

rancher said, leaning against his dusty red truck. “But if we turn a

blind eye, in five years there will be 100 horses here, and it won’t

look as good.”
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Now think about the 246 years of this country.

And this started with a few Bad actors.

 
a geometric progression, also known as a geometric sequence.

 
How many Do We have to take out Today

 
How many are We compared to Them.

Stand Up for yourself Its Our Job.

 
Only the Young and the Old or disabled Have a Pass on this.

It’s our Job!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I so agree! However, even at 74, I consider it my job as well. So

grateful for good health to stand beside other patriots in this battle!

God Bless our President!

You are not seeing the BIG PICTURE..

 
Ask yourself truthfully, why did you vote for Trump???

 
Once you answered that basically, now go further & deeper into your

answer… Yes further down the rabbit hole…

To help you here are basics and a few more eye openers that maybe

you didn’t know:

If you look at the whole picture from the beginning, the DS has been

after Trump. Even the witch (hillary) stated, “If he gets in, we’ll all

hang!” And she was –

In the beginning, ‘Anonymous’ has been around for decades. They

have been showing the world all of the corrupt government’s dirty

deeds, but it wasn’t till Q came onto the scene, that the world took

notice! Q has shown us the way to get the dirt on them all, but also

got people world-wide involved. (easter egg) How did Q know

where/who/what/etc to go?

Annons (short for anonymous) were posting everything they could

find on every social media to spread the facts & truth. Gen. Mike

Flynn called us digital soldiers.
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Since the DS could not find nor identify Q, they started attacking the

messengers with censorship globally and started calling us QAnnons

– and you know the rest from here…

Remember Trump’s speach – “…we have it all, we caught them all.”

Look to the 2018 elections… also rigged, but we concentrated on the

senate – why?? SCOTUS/FED Judges… Trump appointed 300+

Shall we play a game of chess – though there was more going on in

the back ground – you wouldn’t believe it anyway unless you were a

true geek/nerd… Yea i’m a nerd but a cool nerd at that!

Fast forward to 2020 elections…

 
We also know that the election was stolen with all the data given to

the Pillow Guy – Mike. Trump & the White Hats had the data to

arrest and turn over the election – but didn’t, WHY?? Cause he knew

that no one would see ALL their corruption from around the world

and he’d be blamed for a coup. Sad but true, you would not know half

the shit going on… and then some…

All the traps were set and caught them all – even the courts looked

the other way…

While all this was happening, Trump, the billionaire businessman,

bankrupt the US Corp. in Oct 2020 in Florida.

 
What does this mean? – To start, all agencies (sub-corps) of once the

US Corp are now illegally running a Ponzi in the name of said Corp!

How do you get rid of a corrupt government w/o bloodshed from a

civil war or a total insurrection from the people? I give you the

smartest man in the world, anointed by God to pull this off, Donald J

Trump!

The Court approved the bankruptcy Jan 07, 2021 – So that makes

Trump the 19th president of the USA – All the amendments to the

constitution & Bill of Rights are now null as with all laws passed

since 1871. Getting back on the gold standard and getting rid of the
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fiat money takes time plus other things – Trump and his team are

very busy setting up the new government. IMO, this is why Gen.

Berger was in the dark and frustrated with Trump’s antics being the

showman as usual.

Trading cards OR the Trump card?

Insurrection Act of 1807 is in full swing since Trump signed it on the

night of the steal and activated it on JAN 06, 2021 in his speech as

the fake insurrection from antifa/blm/fbi/etc were getting in the

building fulfilling the requirements of the ACT! This means that Gen.

Berger has FULL authority to bring the traitors to Justice!

 
Trump, the master chess player, told Gen. Berger to do it in the

background – meaning slow but steady as all their corruption comes

out and is shown to the world with other countries involved as well.

Trump doesn’t play chess, he plays golf! He was and Always will be, a

NY liberal and dedicated member of the WEF!

And more importantly, not only does God have his BACK He also

anointed and appointed Trump for just such a time as this. That

should be good enough for ALL of us except the DEEP STATE,

Rhino’s, Traitors and minions of Satan.

You are so clueless you don’t even know. I bet you think you evolved

from a monkey.

Hey, Johnny boy, keep that miniscule brain quiet, or you might blow

a vessel!

God did NOT anoint Trump to usher in this demonic, deadly bio-

weapon to kill millions and even billions. That is where it breaks

down.

 
The ‘master chess player’ screwed up BIGTIME. He needs to publicly

recant and repent and call for a new Nuremberg asap to restore his

credibility.
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You CANNOT overlook the scope of the evil of the pre-planned Covid

genocide/democide.

 
Care to address that?

i am speaking of the bio-weapon “vaccines” that he loved to take

credit for and tell people to get.

My dear John H,

 
1. I never mentioned that Trump ushered in the bio-weapon.

2. Op Warpspeed was a group effort to bring in scientists to deal with

a plague before it turned into a plague.

3 Fauci stated in JAN 2017 that he’s releasing a bio-weapon on

Trump —-

4. What happened to the scientific group?? OH big Pharma came in

and they started their kill shot… Where is that group?? Oh they were

still working on that bio-lab-weapon.

 
Chiiiiiiinnnnaaaaaaaaa virus – How did Trump know it came from

there?

**** This bio-weapon was in the works decades ago – SARS, H1N1,

Bird-Flu, etc.. were released to see the spread – Thousands of people

were dying and OBAMA said nothing..?

 
if you remember the FDA gave an approval for emergency release of

a SARS vaccine but killed a few people and was immediately

removed… ********

5. Trump stated in his speach that it was YOUR CHOICE to take their

shot even though it was and still is under the FDA EUA.

 
Remember we posted and so did FOX that you had a 94-99% chance

of living w/o the shot!!!

6. It was also in the news that 2 Canadian scientists and 1 Harvard

proffesor helped the chinese lab create the virus were arrested.. of

course most msm didn’t report on that…
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7. If Trump nipped it in the butt at first, you would not know about

the BIO-WEAPONS-LABS around the world the DoD put into place

and other EU Nations; just over a dozen in UKRAINE alone, and you

people wonder why PUTIN invaded Ukraine – Russia’s border!

8. Only 5 DEMONcratic states run by DS locked down the states

AND had the HIGHEST DEATH RATEs of killing off nursing home

patients and the elderly & whoever went to the hospital…

9. MANDATES are NOT LAW

10. Still YOUR CHOICE to take the SHOT —

11. No such thing as mutated varients within weeks or months; it

takes eons for natures mutation…

12. AS PER FOIA REPORTS from the CDC & FDA – there is no such

thing as C-19 as they DID NOT HAVE a ‘Live, Isolated, Non-

contaminated, Human Sample’… So how did Fauci know it was C-

19??? Note the number – man-made and patented (which is illegal to

start here – think china)

13. The PCR tests are BASED ON 4 MALES WITH THE COMMON

COLD/FLU as per the FDA!

14. What they say on TV is free speach BUT what is in WRITING ON

GOVERNMENT DOCS is another story – READ their material –

open source…

15. WHY is it that people believe the gov’ts shit – think operation

mockingbird and by design – We babyboomers know this – dads

went to work and moms stayed home to raise the kids but then they

MADE INFLATION and BOTH PARENTS had to work, leaving the

kids to the indoctrination of propaganda – fake history… Parents had

no time to do their own research and relied upon the NEWS and

NEWSPAPERS… LET THE BRAINWASHING BEGIN
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16. AGAIN – MANDATES are NOT LAW and cannot be enforced –

though they stated it like it was law… more lies

17. FREE WILL _ YOUR CHOICE – to take or not to take the

SHOT…

Though I agree with you Trump taking the credit – BUT if you really

listen to his speaches – he took credit for WarpSpeed not the shot

(CHYYYYNAAAA Virus) and still stated it was your choice with a

survival rate of 97% or what ever it was…

Trump Trading Cards – OR Telling The World He’s Playing HIS

Trump Card!!! — Party is OVER!!!!

All of your Post today are Spot on?

 
he took credit for Warp Speed not the shot.

 
Warp speed is not letting them get away with a 10 year lock Down.

10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

 
Text contains those laws in effect on December 15, 2022

 
From Title 10-ARMED FORCES

 
Subtitle A-General Military Law

 
PART I-ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL MILITARY POWERS

 
CHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION

§254. Proclamation to disperse Whenever the President

considers it necessary to use the militia or the armed forces under

this chapter, he shall, by proclamation, immediately order the

insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a

limited time

The Game is still in play.

 
We are in control.

The state of michigan is my captured trophy.

 
search how I did it and take ownership of your state.

The path I created is easy to follow.
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9 pages of Facts Change My name and the state name and mailing

address to yours.

 
Print.

 
lest than $40.00 Postage?

And wait 30 days.

 
For a response.

 
No response means you Won.

And all the foreign Actors and the Bar Members.

 
Will soon be Marching across our boarder .

 
Leaving this territory of michigan

Robert,

 
I agree – The GAME is still on…

 
BUT – where I lost you is 9 pages on….

Are you referring to 10 U.S. Code § 253 – Interference with State and

Federal law?

Sparky, excellent posts. We can all say, CHECKMATE. Btw, allow me

to add my two cents worth on the OWS vaccine. By introducing it, we

avoided the lengthy lockdowns had the DS been successful in getting

their shot mandated. That is why he honestly claimed he ‘saved

millions of American lives’ . He saved us from being legally forced to

take the death shot. Blessings,

No one can force you to take the shot, even IF they made it LAW –

violates our Constitution & the Nuremberg Code.

 
This is why they say ‘Mandates”, But they imply that it’s law; It’s

NOT – 2 different animals. Mandates = you gratuitously accepted or

elected to do it or you don’t … Lockdowns are illegal as well EXCEPT

by 2 things stated in our Constitution; WAR by invasion OR

INSURRECTION – Civil War…

 
Trump Took claim for ‘Warp-Speed’ savings lives because he also

stated you have a 94-99% survival rate and you can take the

hydroxychloroquine or the ivermectin – also stated YOUR CHOICE
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to take the shot if you want… BUT “Warp-Speed’ told Trump that it

came from CHIIIINA – I miss him saying that – too funny but sad at

same time.

 
This plague was all planned decades ago and when Fauci told us a

plague was coming in Jan 2017, Trump and his administration was

already set & planned…

And add the EUA is supposed to be used ONLY if any other known

kind of remedy ( Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine) wasnt available!!

Right there a crime was committed . It was available but they pulled

it from the shelves!!

If you will recall, Trump told us to use hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin, but the folks we trusted to KNOW EVERYTHING lined

their pockets while people were DYING. Trump is NOT a doctor! He

did the best he could under the circumstances. QUIT YOUR

BITCHIN’

Keep drumming, drummer-boy. You needed something, so you

grabbed the fake news COMMUNIST headlines.

POTUS Trump was not aware of SEVEN genocidal shots. When he

learned, CONSITUTIONAL ADVISORS suggested intervention by

either HCQ or INVERMECTIN [de-wormer] that is available for

human consumption by prescription at local pharmacies.

POTUS Trump is not connected to preplanned genocidal shots of any

kind. However, renegade angels alias JEW certainly are because

they’ve published for 100 years of genociding humans and destroying

Earth for 5,900 years with less than 100 years remaining in their

6,000-year agenda to leader Lucifer-Satan.

LEARN TO DISCERN EVIL … an English translation of the

HEBREW word “CHAOS.” There’s your key … take it to unlock

Biblical history of billions of renegade angels JEW executed in the

Heavens for disobedience and relegated to the Lake of Sulfuric Fire

for an eternity after Judgment Day!
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The fact that it DIDN’T kill millions was the hand of God. The planet

runs on these three principles: seed, plant, harvest. Some folks only

plant good seeds, while others often plant bad. Covid and the lies

that held it in place were bad seeds. Unfortunately, not until Trump

signed the Insurrection Act putting Military Tribunals to replace the

corrupted criminal courts did the evildoers FINALLY BEGIN TO

REAP THE HARVEST FOR THE SEEDS THEY HAVE SOWN. We

are to blame for a good part of this, as the silent majority sat quietly

by as they kicked God out of everything that was good in America. It

took enough people humbling themselves and repenting to get God

to even come back at all.

Yes Linda,

 
We are in the time of Harvest..

 
God indeed heard our prayers…

 
Praise be to God!!

I have heard that Trump’s shot contained 6 known, effective

ingredients.

 
When Fraudci got involved, it morphed into the toxic jab of today.

Go Read Mike PENCE’s Book he was a Deep State Asset that worked

really close with FAUCI and you seem to forget it was PENCE who

was the COVID19 CZAR not President Trump. President Trump only

got involved when he was disagreeing with them who wanted to keep

us Locked Down and POTUS spoke up and fought for US so we were

Not even in Worst shape. Guess you forgot about that…. Mike Pence

was the one who was pushing Vaccines and Trump was talking about

other ways to treat it with Ivermectin, and HCQ Hydrocloraquine the

Fake News called Fish bowl Cleaner and Bleach so Trump was trying

to steer people away from the Vaccines but MSM BLUDGED him to

death over it. I wish people would STOP BLAMING TRUMP when it

could of been a lot worse as The Deep State wanted to keep us locked

down until 2030 it would of destroyed us all…..
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Look no farther than the scriptures and the Prophets and you will

know everything you need to know. God has told the prophets that

Trump is His anointed and appointed for just such a time as this.

That is REALLY all we need to know. Keep the faith and continue

praying while God delivers.

Linda, the impatient, and there are a few on this site wanted it done

yesterday. So sad indeed. Blessings,

This has to be First

 
10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

2021-01-06-4.17PM 

Time of the Proclamation

To invoke the Insurrection Act

Search.

 
creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

 
open up the ones that say

 
Archive-org.

 
over 160 posts.

 
This is the one with the evidence.

Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House;

A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common

People of Michigan ;

They failed to respond; It’s law Now;

In law, acquiescence

The doctrine infers a form of “permission” that results from silence

or passiveness over an extended period of time.

Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a

plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”
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MICHIGAN Inc.is a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations;

And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04

Its very easy

 
And its was Done with my Rules on My Board.

 
And This was A Game Played With No Moves.

 
Available to them.

Just like the Games they Played with Us.

We never Stood a Chance at ever Being.

sovereign.

I dealt with Many Lawyers.

 
Many in Law enforcement.

 
And Had My share of Being In front of Judges.

 
My score is I put one Judge in the Ground .

 
In front of his fellow Bar Members.

 
[it was his mistake Not Mine to Die a felon ]

 
another Judge was defrocked just days before his 20 year mark.

 
Another Judge I spent 3 months straight with and the only thing He

responded with was He was Taught Wrong.

 
And on the Last Day working with him He Handed Me one of His

Robes as a Gesture of Kindness and a showing to my Knowledge of

Justice.

 
I have Two more Judges to Go!

 
=============================

 
And No one has called Me Out For Posting This Everywhere.

 
Taking up this position I claim below

The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.
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+++

Robert Gregory Boensch

The doctrine infers a form of “permission” that results from silence

or passiveness over an extended period of time.

Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a

plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”

Their Time is Up.

 
So my official Title Stays

The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

+++

Robert Gregory Boensch

I really appreciate your very enlightening post. You filled in a lot of

blanks. Glad someone is educating this dummy.

Thank you Pat, BUT what I wrote is just a grain of sand of a 10 mile

beach… There is so much that no one can fathom how deep this

rabbit hole goes.

Wait, your saying the one’s trying to save our country are the traders,

not the ones who stole the election?

I have trusted and faithfully followed President Donald Trump. I

agreed with EVERYTHING that he said and did from 2016-now.

 
I don’t appreciate the yellow streak down his back, ( as he followed in

Fauci, Birx, CDC, Walensky, AND BIG ASS PHARMA. FOOTSTEPS,

AND ORDERS! )

 
HE STILL RAVES OVER THE COVID VAX FLAG LIES ABOUT IT’S

EFFICACY & SAFETY!
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There is No Grand Announcement!

He should have said and proclaimed what he & the White Hats have

been doing for the last 3 years, hangings, & executions!

 
And tell the damn truth about, the covid flu, PCR Tests, And Covid

Vaccines.

Just Because The Son Of A Bitch/Deep-State Criminals HAVE BEEN

EXECUTED, DOESN’T END THE PUBLIC EXECUTION OF SAID

SCUM OF THE EARTH, DEAD, TREASONIST PRISONERS!

NO ONE WILL BELIEVE THESE THINGS, ALTHOUGH, Those Of

Us Who Do Know… May Have To Verify To Unbelievers;

 
( ESPECIALLY REPUBLICANS, LIBERAL, AND DEMOCRAT

VOTERS, For An Eternity.

Where In The Hell Is President Donald Trump’s TRANSPARENCY

WHEN WE NEED HIM THE MOST?!

Last edited 9 hours ago by Virginia McCann

ALMIGHTY GOD is transparent. Donald Trump is NOT! when it is

time for things to be told, they WILL BE! For now it has to be enough

to just have bits and pieces to know that the wheels of justice are

turning, just not as quickly as we’d like.

You make a valid point. How will Trump win an election if the fraud

continues, and clearly it does! Maybe if he wears tight red tights and

a cape and stuffs socks into his underpants as Superhero Capt Trump

it will make a difference.

I don’t believe Trump will need to win an election. He’ll be

recognized as President #19 for our Republic in January. And our

original constitution does not have term limits for Presidents!

Why don’t you get that the Capt. Trump card trick caught the MSM

in a trap and sent a message to the world that the Trump Card has

been played. There is a purpose for everything weird thing he does.
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Just look at his results! If you don’t remember any, please read the 2

post above by Sparky Sr.

P.S. The Trump Cards are already sold out, adding $4million plus to

Trumps election (or other worthy nominees) in less than 24 hours.

Every time they commit fraud a few more are being taken down.

Pretty soon there won’t be anyone to cover it up or do this. You are

forgetting to count the effect Almighty God has in this situation. I

would say that in his OWN way, Trump is as great as the biblical

kings Cyrus and David.

We can’t take these traitors down fast enough and w can’t fight hard

enough. God has to ammo us up for this!!

He had to show the sleeping to wake them up , look at all the retards

still wearing masks . You have to show them . Maybe you can start

campaigning for someone better . Trust the plan or go sit with sheep .

If you trust Almighty God, then you can trust Trump. I have it on

excellent authority from the prophets who carry God’s messages that

Trump is God’s anointed and appointed for just such a time as this.

God’s methods and timing are different than man’s, but God

ALWAYS gets the job done. If I were you, I would focus on humbling

myself and repenting and let God do what God does best.

That’s not enough by itself, we all have to gather together to fight

back and take America back,. God does not like passivity, He likes

activity, He back us up and he back Trump up. We don’t just sit

around, we cannot afford to anymore.

Wow, such a spirited thread… so to be fair, I can see both sides of the

issue here… however I just would like to raise a simple question. For

those who believe in “The Plan” and think all the delays are due to

“5D chess moves”, the “Art of War”, etc… would you know the

difference between tactical strategies aimed at completing this

promised goal and us, the public being played? What if the whole
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movie is theatrics to keep everybody complacent while they work on

implementing their own agenda? I’m NOT saying that’s what’s going

on but I also don’t see enough evidence in our day to day lives to

prove otherwise. What if they’re just pretending to be on our side but

they’re really not?

I agree with some of the comments like why haven’t the rigged

elections been exposed and ratified yet? Why are they still pushing

the jabs & B’s when we have overwhelming evidence that they’re

killing people? Why are the fake leaders still out there wreaking

havoc with people’s lives? There are many ways to control people,

including feeding them empty hopium to keep them quietly waiting

and subdued while they carry out other plans..

I’m just asking people to question WHY aren’t we seeing any positive

changes in the world after all this time? Do we really have tangible

proof or are we just encouraged to believe words without questioning

their veracity?

You don’t get the picture show. Get some popcorn and sit back and

see if you can see the end game. The show is allmost over and when

God wins, we win. God is blessing America. Time to get to the deck of

cards.

The Art of War, that’s why. If Trump is a clone, that comes from over

the top of the military. has to be SSP or those in higher densities. Not

something anyone can take on so I can see just getting on with it as

what we are expected to believe. Things might depend on who is

operating a clone, the original or if the soul is enough placed in the

clone body for all I know. There’s some reason Trump supported the

jab that isn’t right with a lot of us, yet.

There is a lot of suspicion about who Trump is loyal to himself.

There’s not been any instructions given to people from Trump other

than “take the great jab”. In spite of what’s being said against it. It’s

gone too far with Trump silence.
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Military is not official with RRN either. It’s a “source” of hard to vet

information, nothing put out in the official places people are used to.

MSM is answering to known teleprompter writers. The teleprompter

writer for the president isn’t giving him a jab discussion or answer

for the public.

Nobody knows who they are or how things are run as in what’s going

on with the rule by secrecy. Berger and other military can say the jab

is the total opposite of what Trump last said and the military is

hanging people all the way dead over it and Trump is still silent.

How can a super hero promote the jab? The military had to stop

Trump from promoting the jab. Something is wrong with a mind like

that where I come from. I would say of course he a clone.

Spirittoo is obviously a FBI/CIA Deep State Asset.

He/She/It/Cockold never voted for 45/19. The individual is simply a

Troll. Please do not feed the Communist/NAZI brainwashed idiots!

The White Hat Military will remove Trump in a nanosecond if he

stops following the Military Plan. They are in lock step. And also

remember that we are watching a Movie, designed to wake up the

Brainwashed public from decades of the Matrix.

Last edited 30 minutes ago by Mark David

Try learning some grammar.

Is th is bet ter Spe=-llin-g

 
a Aritfucal Intellsgent Bout Tyr To Coppy Miy Poots

 
Cant Get Thus Rihgt And Haiving Fit A Better FunThatsny $$$$

Yrogerg Boenert Robsch

Perhaps all that has been plundered from We the People. We pay and

have paid for decades humongous taxes for others to usurp and

enjoy.

Correct.
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This is Why each of us needs to get into this Game.

Search this on the Web

 
creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

Each of us need to inventory all of their Trespasses against Us.

Walk hand in hand in this war .

 
Win this War.

 
and then divide this “to the victor go the spoils,”

If we just stand by today.

 
It will be just the same Game on us Tomorrow.

And We will still be Paying

 
others to usurp and enjoy and live off our substance WORK

God and Trump are about to make a GREAT financial reversal. You

just don’t know it yet!

General Berger has shown himself to be an honest man and I wish

him well. You can’t do what he has been tasked to do without it

taking a tremendous personal toll. Thank you sir for what you have

done for our country.

It’s Very Hard to express our Gratitude.

 
To.

 
President Trump.

 
And His Hand Pick People.

 
To General Berger. 

 
We salute You and have you in our Prayers.

 
And this Includes everyone involved in this action.

 
World wide!

God Speed.

IS an EXCELLENT WARRIOR and he knows when it is time to hand

on the command. Love General Berger and all he has done and will

continue to do for We the People and for The White Hat Alliance.
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Do you think you actually know more about what’s going on than the

marines supposedly participating in the operation? You have to ask

yourself questions like these…The answer is, “No” This isn’t real.

For all you morons wishing Berger well and congratulating him on a

job well done.

You have no earthly idea of what you speak of.

Berger was a cautious, slow, methodical, paranoid McClellan, .. an

Omar Bradley. If you don’t understand that statement, then go

Google.

What America has needed is a *real* general, a warrior, as opposed

to a square checking, *impediment* to tangible, ruthless victory.

America needs a Patton!, a LeMay!,.. a LEWIS BURWELL CHESTY

PULLER!

America has the BEST war general in Almighty God who has

dispatched His Angel Armies! You ain’t seen NOTHING yet! Instead

of a Civil War in this country, you are going to see God REMOVE

some evildoers who are unrepentant. Keep the faith and continue to

pray!

he’s noted for telling her, “we don’t work for you.” that was a good

while back before she started wearing a rubber face.

In reality No one works for her! She is to work for us! And to adhere

to the Original Constitution . They all were work for us. But their

charade is collapsing more each day! See ya, dont want to be ya! lol

Imagine the feeling of success being able to “retire” on that note! I’m

sure it doesn’t bring him happiness to her certain extermination (rats

are exterminated) but I’ll bet it’s quite a feeling of accomplishment

after she eluded capture for so long. She’s a big catch for the White

Hats & the fake news is spewing of her passing the Omnibus Bill

today. Thank God for RRN & MB to know the truth. What a relief.
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So what is the credibility of SG Anon? He just appeared out of thin

air recently?

Literally everywhere overnight. Very strange. I turned him off when

he said we would all have to go through more covid bullshit. Like we

better get ready for another onslaught and here it comes! Sounded

like he was laying some kind of groundwork there. Not listening.

I think Berger was only all into protecting the Constitution and the

Republic. History books will remember him well! He is NOT retiring,

we are just getting fresh horses!

Gee, that’s very amusing. I just saw her and Schumer in an interview

at a restaurant just yesterday it was on YouTube and yes it was Nancy

Pelosi not a body double I know what she looks like so how do you all

explain that?

Were those tatties, that table legit? Did you give ’em a flick and

dodge the recoil?

Hollywood’s been making movies a loooong time friend. In fact, I

have chosen not to watch horror movies for that very reason; how

realistic they can make a beast. These days, it’s even more

“believable” w/the digital tech available to literally make “carbon

copy” masks/skin suits.

 
*We’ve also caught the msm using old clips/interviews & passing

them off as current fake news, so to speak.

Actors/dopplegangers/clones – They are BOTH gone from congress.

 
Did you know that the Army has cloned 70,000 soldiers???

 
All you doubters have no idea whats been happening for decades.

To help you believe, remember biden took the shot in the white-

house on TV.

 
Now search that same pic and look at 2 of those pics, one will show is

arm w/o tatoos – the real biden has tats (search biden washing his

corvette) the 2nd pic in your search will show a movie set with all the
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msm sitting off the stage watching biden get his shot! Castle Rock CO

movie set

 
Also look at the ears – real bidens’ earlobes hang down not part of

his face.

 
technology today is fantastic and used all the time – CGI/AI

 
Face overlay in the movies, etc…

 
No one is in the REAL White House – check yourself – online cams

 
The movie set they use now is in GA.. Perry Taylor’s movie set..

 
Life is but a stage – the DS took it literally…

Just pray to God that his plan is being fullfilled, as it has been written

in the good book, so it shall be done!

 
Listen to the prophets & the prophetic words they say – all fortold…

 
Have faith in the Lord our Creator & Redeemer, for we are his

children.

 
He gave us free will – your choice – good or evil…

Sparky, on the subject of clones/doubles etc.. ever wondered why the

CCP soldiers are identical, I.e. Siamese twins x 10,000. Another

excellent post btw. Blessings,

Sparky Sr, you keep posting all this positive info, I’m going to have to

put you up there beside MB. Keep it coming.

Are you that close to her? Past history YouTube? Several long dead

DS operators continue to make videos, show up on “LIVE”

broadcasts, give speeches, etc. Maybe you do not want to admit you

do not know what you think you know.

So Relatable!!! Being there for the takedown of one of the most

senselessly arrogant putrid flying monkey shits of the world (N

Plousy) would be a career high point for sure! Right On General

Berger!

Well my friend! I believe he’s just starting. He has a lot more to get.

 
It will be hell on earth for awhile. Just saying.
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Yeah – I don’t really want to rule the world. And if somehow I was

ever given that responsibility, I would be doing ALLOT of delegation

of duties and be like – all you nations are now U.S. States; so do what

you want just ensure your peeps have basic Constitutional Rights.

Nuff Said

Thank You and GOD Bless You General Berger for ALL that You have

done. So sad that this had to happen. But, Thank You for naming an

amazing patriot to follow You and lead from here. Let’s go and finish

this mission with unity, courage and pride. May GOD Bless OUR

“White Hat Military”!

Thank You Gen Berger for bringing so many rats to justice. Welcome

Gen Smith !! Praying for both of you.

Why should it take most of the day to write about Nancy? Clearly

she’s a traitor so the only question that needs to be answered is

which manner was chosen for her death.

Am thinking that with Nancy, it will be something worse than

hanging for her level of treason, like the guillotine.

Sure hope so. Using the guillotine will give her lots of time to crap

her britches on the way to the end of her evil life.

Her trial went on for days, while many others were over in 15

minutes. Maybe there are interesting details to write about, although

I think we are all aware of her crimes.

And there may be more crimes we don’t know about this is why we

want to read about them so this never happen again.

EVENTUALLY when all this is done, they will have to show their

convictions on EBS. Some avid DEMS really have NO idea what these

folks were up to! We don’t want ANYONE to say that they were

INNOCENT! It will be a good lesson for others NOT to repeat this!
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OH YES. I SAY SHOW EVERYTHING, NO MATTER HOW MUCH

IT HURTS. AND IT WILL HURT, BIG TIME.

2 doctors appointments and life in general for MB, so that’s part of

why it takes a while. Be patient. Probably a LOT to write about, as I’d

imagine there were a lot of court room fireworks and perhaps a lot of

info and intel discussed.

Because none of it is true. Nancy is alive and well in DC probably

having drinks with that RINO traitor Kevin McCarthy discussing

what next they can do to screw the American people.

I hope gen. Smith stop this double/mask clown show after departure

of NP……that’s will be most positive action of past 26 months…

God just REMOVING a number of the evildoers from this planet is

what we are WAITING FOR!

it’s true and kevin is next as well as others… the snowball is picking

up speed down the stretch…

Yep, having drinks together. Hot toddies in hell.

 
Excuse my language, but it didn’t have the same effect using other

words.

Wow! What a disrespectful comment! Michael always talks about the

dialogue from the prisoner and officer, the bodily reactions of the

prisoner, and general info about the goings on. If you don’t want to

stick around for that narrative, then don’t.

Vice Adm. Crandall, needs to put on record all the crimes to also

implicate others. Needs to show a pattern… all those yrs of kickbacks,

insider trading, fake laws for the DS to prosper, the heads of states to

make deals, the military complex, the closed doors dealings,

blackmailing/coersion/epstein/etc, the PLANdemic narratives to go

with Trumps impeachment – distract, divert & divide… her life

would be a 10vol. crime-spree

 
We all know the ending to her – swingset.
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Details…we want the details about Pernicious Pelosi’s coming

demise. I pray she suffers greatly as she has earned eternity with the

entity she worships. Fires of perdition await her………

Did you not get the memo line that said her tribunal is over and she

got the desired result. Michael has TWO medical appointments

today, then he will write up the dirt.

That really surprises me. He didn’t have to do that. Healthcare is no

longer the same, the entire system has been irreparably corrupted. I

tell people never set foot in a hospital or clinic again. We can take

care of our own bodies, we know how.

 
I hope the doctors are people he trusts and didn’t force him to get

jabbed or withhold treatment for insisting the needles with written

no-jab exemptions. I’m very concerned.

 
Since the clotshots were mandated and forced on everyone by Biden

and the deep state, doctors and nurses can never be trusted again. In

the US and Canada, people undergoing surgery, pregnant women

and even newborns are being forced-jabbed without consent of even

their knowledge even with written orders to not to jab them, but they

ignore them and jab people anyway. It’s sick.

 
One man died of cardiac arrest even under police escort because the

ER staff refused to let him in for emergency cardiac treatment

because we was not vaxxed. The LEO ordered them to let him in for

treatment but they refused and kept him out of the hospital. That

family has a mega-lawsuit coming for that hospital.

 
We are responsible for our own bodies now. We can only do it

ourselves, never Big Pharma and never doctors or nurses, ever again.

He also said he had 2 Dr’s appointments today as well and it would

probably be Saturday before he finished the post. We will hear about

it then.

Did I miss something again? I thought we were just using the gallows

dance for executions. Due to negative conditions happening to our

military guys on the firing line.
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I believe. General Berger wants to lead in the field and not behind a

desk when SHTF. That’s my option.

Thanks for your updates: please hurry with the Nancy bitch’s

downfall. I’ll be checking every hour to brighten my weekend.

Don’t bother checking every hour. Check in around 3pm, eastern

time. I should have it done by then. I have a lot of notes to sort

through and put into a cohesive article.

Good idea! Butter pecan or rocky road? And throw in some

macadamia nut cookies on the side with peanut butter. And you can

top it with caramel sauce.

Are you planning an ER visit with that heart attack snack? My

question:with good butter pecan ice cream, who needs all those

extras? Enjoy.

Michael, please put all of her quotes in the article! I can’t wait to find

a “let’s go Brandon” quote in there! How fun would it be to have that

quote lead back to you & all of us when people start researching the

origin of her quote!

Frens, don’t hate on me for having a little more satisfaction on this

one than you may feel. She was wicked. Just remember her face the

night of President Trumps State of the Union Address when she

stood back behind him & ripped up his transcript. That was treason

directly in our faces. She stole, pillaged, lied, connived & colluded

with many known criminals over the years. She’s getting what she

deserves. Adam Schiff next?

Schiff has already been hung….read some of the past articles and you

will find it.

Actually…he was shot in the chest and collapsed to the ground,

groaning and Adm. Crandall administered the coup de grace with a

bullet to the head….with a vengence smile…
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Remember at the SofU when she extended her hand to ’45 after the

speech ?? Her had contained a needle with poision……….she was

attempting to assassinate him. He knew and did not shake her hand.

So did John Roberts, he HATES Trump, too. He trafficked his own

adopted kids with Epstein by some reports just to get into a secret

society to take Trump out. He needs to go to Chateau Gitmo, too!

Obama was despicable for blackmailing Roberts, but what Roberts

did to Trump is heinous!

John Roberts day will come too. So many of them are just waiting in

the wings and don’t even know it. God says of these enemies…”their

day is coming”!! They can not and will not escape the wrath of

Almighty God!! Praise his Holy Name.

Thank you for all of your hard work and letting us know what is

going on. You are doing a great job and we appreciate all the articles.

I personally intend to stand as strongly as always for DJT and the

White Hats.

Really Michael…The marines participating in the operation don’t

know why Berger is stepping down, but the readers of this website

are in on it? Ask yourself, does that even make sense?…

I see you are clueless… It also tells me that you never ran a business

with 20 or more people under you…

 
All the branches are participating in the ops, not just the Marines!

These Ops are happening all over the world, not just here!

THINK for a moment – you are in charge of the WHOLE military,

not just here but abroad. You are planning ops with your councils as

well as running trainings/NATO ops/ Land Sea & Air… half million

troops & equipment/ships/supplies/etc… Sort out INTEL, double

check & confirm, cross-reference, etc…

 
Have patients…
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I hate to say this but, there is a lot of impatient patriots on this site

Br Michael and you know that. Blessings,

Slow down on Nancy, don’t rush, Sunday 2 pm EST works for me,

just before pasta.

If having anything on Elijah Wood, do that first.

The Elijah Wood scandal is a shock considering the lengths his

mother seemed to take in order keep him away from the Pedos in

Hollyweird.

Somebody got to him. That’s not his fault. but he passed on the

abuse. He has to pay for that.

Take your time – your health first…

 
May God breath onto you his healing grace and keep you and your

family safe and in his palm of his hand, in Jesus’ name we pray.

AMEN!

I hope you’re okay, Mike. Be very careful with any doctors or nurses.

Don’t want you get lose your DNA and worse.

Michael, I’m going out on a limb here to say this will be your most

popular, most viewed, most commented article to date. Still think it’s

release might crash the internet.

 
Hope all is well with you & your dr appointments have promising

outcomes.

I am sorry to see General Berger go. I wish the best to his

replacement Gen. Smith. God bless both men. They both are proud

and brave men.

He’NsOT retiring, just not the leader! He will still stay in an

ADVISORY position!

If anyone thinks President Trump has lost it, think again. He’s

always said or done things off the wall so to speak for a reason and

just like when He was in Office there has always been a changing of
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the Gaurd who were there for a time and did what they needed to do

and accomplished what needed to be accomplished. As far as Gen.

Berger leaving, he was there for 2 years having to deal with all this

deep state garbage seeing and knowing what he’s seen and known?

Even a man of his caliber has to give his heart and mind a rest from

all of that evil and wickedness. Thank you Gen. Berger for your

service!

Yes, I saw it on Simons Parkes site. I think he put up that superhero

card thing out there for msm to grab, and jump all over that story!.

And as they were laughing at him on their front page , he comes out

shortly afterwards with that serious speech, and now msm and social

platforms are looking for some Depends!

Thank you for your service and leadership, General Berger!

We welcome you, General Smith to continue the fight!

Last edited 16 hours ago by Y2ko

Berger regained some sanity, lowering his blood pressure, averting

potential heart attack, also migraine headaches from banging his

head against the wall.

We knew this would be happening some day have a good next step in

your career and thank you for your leadership in these trying times.

We look forward to meeting this general. Thank you for all you did

for us you are a great leader. Have a wonderful Christmas and Thank

you for all you have done for us.

I see this as an incredible win-win situation. To me, this news

indicates that the whole war has shifted significantly and I think

positively, and this necessitates not just another personality as front

leader, but also Berger as “advisor” in the background.

Probably by now, people realize that the “Trump Card” was him

playing the main stream media, and they all, all fell for it. Trump

announced his REAL news AFTER the flashy card distraction. Pure
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genius. And I have a feeling that Berger understands all this too.

More Sun Tzu tactics.

YAYYY!

Donald J. Trump is extremely exhausting, yup he is. But he is the

best man for that specific job.

We all learned with Melania’s “I Don’t Care” coat that the media is

bent on shifting the narrative into a negative however they can when

it comes to Trump and his family. Too bad the media was too stupid

to understand that they got played and exposed through that coat

and trip to our southern border.

(Pipe down! Don’t you know that “they” read these articles, too?) No,

this is Trump losing his marbles, and I don’t blame Gen. Berger for

bailing out one bit (nudge nudge, wink wink).

It sounds like there is a lot more going on than just DJT and his

NFTs. General Berger is freeing himself for something else I believe.

I like that he has chosen someone with impeccable credentials to step

into his place. I pray this man will be strong and capable and is loyal

to DJT and the White Hat mission. I think we should all step back a

little and see what has been accomplished and realize nothing has

stopped. These people are human and they have emotions. They are

patriots and will finish this task. Do not give up on DJT and the

White Hats. They need our support and not our criticism. What God

has put into place, no man can stop it. I think now is the time we all

need to have faith and pray like we never have before. We are

transitioning into a new chapter and whatever it is, it must take

place. I will not give up on them. Thank you Lord for these people

who will stand and fight for all of us without regard for their own

lives. We ask that you keep them strong and ready. In Jesus Holy

Name we pray.
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Basically, if you know about Bitcoin, NFT’s are basically ‘artistic,

(one-off) bitcoins’ sold to people for cash or some form of

cryptocurrency.

The collapse of FTX and the disgrace and bankruptcy of its CEO Sam

Bankman-Fried should make people think twice about investing in

cryptocurrencies.

In a nutshell, it is all a big fat Ponzi scheme based on ‘smoke and

mirrors’. It works like this:

Long ago, gold and silver, 3-dimensional precious metals dug out of

the ground at great expense, was used as a medium of exchange for

people to buy and sell goods and services. This put the customer at

risk because they could be robbed of (or lose) their gold/silver.

Enter the silver/goldsmiths who offered people the service of storing

their silver/gold with them for safekeeping. In return, they got paper

receipts. Somehow, people started exchanging the receipts for goods

and services instead. The silver/goldsmiths noticed this and also

noticed that only a small fraction of the people came by to present

the receipts and get silver/gold in return. They had the ‘bright idea’

to issue MORE receipts than all the silver/gold they held for

safekeeping.

This is where the Ponzi scheme of ‘fractional reserve banking’ got

started. It was perfected over the centuries into the elaborate scam

we have today worldwide. Mike Maloney explains the mechanics of

this fraud in the first 25m16s of his excellent clip at YouTube video

ID iFDe5kUUyT0 (skip the rest–it is end credits and a ‘buy gold’ ad

of sorts). The follow-along chart can be found with ‘biggest scam in

the history of mankind’ on Google Images. It is the picture link on

‘GoldSilver’ and is currently as of this post (12-16-2022) the last

image available on the first row of returned search results.
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Bitcoin was thought up at the NSA and later declassified and posted

on the internet by MIT dated 10-31-1996. Google ‘mit nsa how to

make a mint’ to read it.

About 13 years later, in 2009, Bitcoin proper appears in the form of a

9-page paper available online from a one ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’, a

pseudonym that roughly translates to ‘Central Intelligence’ in

Japanese. Google ‘bitcoin paper’ to read the PDF file, it is currently

the first link in the search results.

What is being done is that the ‘moneyed elite’ at the top of the

socioeconomic food chain want to herd all the people beneath them

away from precious metals as things of value to trade with/for and

into, essentially, electronic, computer driven fiat currency that they

control with their Central Bank Digital Currencies.

The foundation for Bitcoin and all other cryptocurrencies is the

current fiat currency system that is used to pay for the computers

and electricity that run the cryptocurrency platforms. The Plandemic

(03-11-2020 – ) is used as an excuse to ‘ban cash’ for ‘health reasons’

and replace it with CBDC which is really a money based social credit

score system like the one currently working in China and developed

with the help of Google. Google ‘theintercept project dragonfly china’

for more info. This endgame is set forth by the head banker at the

BIS in Switzerland in Bitchute video ID mLVkHURKZp3S

Truly a chilling techno-dystopia if this plan should come to full

fruition.

You went all around the houses to explain….forget about crypto….it’s

not in our future. XRP & Trumps NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens) for his

cards are registered on the block chain. For those that understand

these Trump Cards and as the fiat $ is now not acceptable anymore

around the world….these cards have some possible growth value and

could be exchanged sold etc. and could be a nice hedge if one is in a

pinch when we have to knuckle under.
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Non-Fungible Token – It’s an item that can have value to certain

people, and the value is sometimes exchanged through crypto-

currency transactions, from what I understand of it. Heard a guy

speak about those a couple months’ ago.

I told you that the Milliner is gone and soon to be replaced by a

swimmer. You will see. Seems to be a changing of top seats in all

spheres. If you look at Norfolk, most commands change frequently.

White Hat and “Black Hat” both bringing in fresh blood. Berger

fulfilled his duties and couldn’t be a better Patriot. At some point, the

Military might actually be Uniting. No more “Black Hat”. Cabal

Loses. God Wins.

Don’t contradict Christine, she is a Nazi who will come up with all

kinds of insults. BTW she herself is Polynesian.

Scary indeed that he said that. His information is even scantier than

Berger’s obviously. Only normies don’t believe in clones. Omg.

Y’all are no fun.

 
YES!!!! I WOULD PAY TO WATCH THAT BITCH DIE.

I would pay to watch Hillary get hanged.

 
She ate children.

 
She killed innocent people.

 
She sacrificed kids in the backyard according to an email she sent to

Lynn Forester de Rothschild, saying she was sacrificing a chicken. In

paedospeak, “chicken” is “child.” Lynn is no mere banker’s wife, is a

high Satanic priestess in the Rothschild family and supported both

Hillary and NoName.

 
Hillary tortured and murdered girls on Epstein Island.

 
She trafficked girls with Huma Abedin to paedophilic politicians who

have a taste for juvenile flesh for sex.

 
She plotted with John Podesta to kidnap and kill Barron Trump to

force Trump out of the 2016 race, and paid him $5,000,000.00 to do

it, but he never backed down, TRUMP FEARS NOBODY AND
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NOTHING. Melania never forgave Hillary for threatening to cut up

her child into pieces because Trump was trying to save America.

 
Hillary cut off the faces of two girls, one of them was on the

Frazzledrip video. She tore out the girl’s pineal and, ate one half and

gave the other half to Huma. She terrorizes that girl and dances

around the ritual fire naked with the girl’s guts around her neck.

(Never watched the Frazzledrip video, but I am going on what people

have said they seen on it; would rather watch it for myself for

confirmation)

 
Hillary and Huma tortured and murdered another girl with a power

tool with chunks of her hair and scalp and skin in the toilet. The

videographer documenting these murders was tossed off a 27-

something story apartment building, and the wife exposed who he

was in relation to the Clintons.

 
With the six-plus trips she made to Epstein Island off the flight logs,

she committed human sacrifices in that temple for sure — last time I

checked, she was a 7th-level Illluminati witch.

 
She caused 9 out of 12 NYPD detectives to die. I DO NOT BELIEVE

FOR ONE SECOND THEY WERE SUICIDED. One of the dead

officers’ mothers clung onto Trump for dear life, wanting justice for

her daughter’s murder.

 
Huma, the Muslim Brotherhood adherent, was at NoName’s funeral

and greeted his BFF, Senator Graham with Kelly and Mattis watching

them both. If he’s not in as deep in this satanic filth as Hillary and

Huma were, he should have walked away from her out of the

cathedral. Nobody hugs and kisses child rapists and adrenochrome

makers and killers like Huma and Hillary, not even to be civil in

public. Unless he was truly afraid of Hillary like millions of North

Koreans are afraid of the ruthless Kim Jong Un, and had no choice

but to play nice. One act of disobedience and they get executed

immediately. Satanic paedophiles like Hillary are beyond unforgiving

of even small slights.

 
Hillary worked with the Bush boys to kill JFK Jnr. because he was

going to open the case on JFK Snr’s assassination in Dallas on fellow
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paedo Poppy’s part. Not to mention the other family members Bush

41 had killed and ruined.

 
Hillary may have even threatened John-John’s sister, Caroline

Schlossberg, mother of three, who was going after Hillary’s old

senate seat, too. She, too, wants justice for her dad and uncles. She

never forgot what Mom Jackie told her, and now Tatiana, Rose and

Jack know about Timberwolf, too.

 
She pushed for more abortions in defiance of Trump’s calls for

banning them and saving the born-alive abortion survivors, for

worshipping Baal and producing adrenochrome for the

WEF/Rothschilds/NWO/Vatican/Luciferians, that’s the purpose for

abortions in America.

 
Hillary killed at least 132 people since the Arkansas days.

 
Among them killed were Vince Foster and Seth Rich and Mary

Caitriona Mahoney, a WH intern during the Clinton years who had

testimony to tell before she was killed.

I honestly believe Killary Rotten was one of the most evil monsters

who ever lived. There was no way this woman should have been

allowed to live on this earth as long as she did. Everyone was afraid

of her because she had no conscience and would go after anyone who

crossed her. She killed those who helped her with her evil deeds so

they couldn’t speak. I believe God will give her an extra horrible place

in hell because she deserves nothing less. For all eternity this evil

thing will burn!! NP is evil but I don’t think she or anyone else can

hold a candle to Killary Rotten. Can you imagine there are millions of

people in the USA who actually wanted that Demon from hell to

slither back into our White House.

The same people who want Hillary back in the White House are the

same people who want a paedophilic, incestmongering, NWO-loving,

force-vaxxing, bribe-taking traitor who supports gay marriage,

abortion, LGBTQ indoctrination of children, sex changes for minors

and puberty blockers for children,and has a degenerate, paedophilic,

incestmongering, no child support-paying, degenerate meth head
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traitor for a son.

Nobody anywhere in the world in their right mind would support

anybody like that for public office.

 
If the Rothschilds supported Hillary in 2008 and 2016 knowing how

evil she was, imagine how much more evil the treasonous and child

sex trafficking protector NoName was in Syria and Arizona if they

supported him — before the White Hats had him and GHWB

executed for what they did to America and the kids.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Xena

So sickening and unbelievable!! Only God can get us out of this

Satanic mess our country is in. Lots of prayers….

Santa Clause is coming to town and you will get coal if you don’t start

behaving.

Last edited 1 hour ago by Rob William

If one believes one iota that we are routinely presented with clones,

body-doubles and CGI as the authentic article, why would seeing a

hanging serve as confirmation that the hanging is authentic?

He was conveying that POTUS is too insulated to be replaced, not

that replacements are impossible, in general.

 
I think Roseanne Barr would play an excellent Piglosi.

No, no hate in Roseanne to play Piglosi. You can see it in the

commiecrat faces; they hate everyone including themselves. They are

consumed by it.

Too freaking pretty. Get Sigourney Weaver, she would play Piglosi

far better than Roseanne. Guaranteed.

That’s not what Gen. Berger said; he said he doesn’t believe that the

Trump he corresponds with who is based in Mara Lago is not a clone

or body-double.
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This is all a game — It’s BS to accept this crap…This, in my opinion

did not have to be written here; like blaming Trump so that Gen

Berger can get off the hot seat???? Fishy

He is still there presiding over these tribunals along with others. You

will hear from him again.

Should we expect a lot to happen between now and January 1st? I

just have that feeling that may be the case.

I heard a rumor that Pres Trump was supposed to come back by end

of 2022. If so, that would explain his comment about his

‘inauguration’ (Jan 20th) in yesterday’s message, considering the run

for 2024 is not in full swing yet.

You may also add “Way to go” and “Outta sight.” You realize we’re

dating ourselves.

 
Saw that Arnold went to Hollywood to become a star. He also met

Miss Pork Rinds. However, he gave it all up so that a certain talking

horse would be able to continue his career. What a guy.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Guest4579

We need to ban immorality in the USA like Russia just went and

done.

 
That should put an end to the Liberal Hive minds promoting evil in

our schools. It should furthermore put an abrupt end to Tranny’s

indoctrinating our children and sexualizing them before maturity.

Ban porno and all that other crap while were at it.

We have to do what we’re already doing- ridding the world of the

entire parasitic cabal that gives strength and power to all the many

tiny tentacles of evil that you speak of.

If you ever read this general Berger,thanks for your courage against

the satanic forces from the pit of hell. You had the fortitude and

courage few had….
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The plan will still work. It’s been in operation for 50 years with a

many changes in operations.

 
Good luck to all. You will overcome.

Q+ puts it this way; Covfefe meaning in the end we will win. God is

with us, promised to never leave not forsake us. God is enough.

Blessings,

Typing “cov fe’fe” into Google Translate will tell you it means “I will

stand up” in Arabic

We love you, MB! Thank you for your faithful reporting. Eagerly

await Pelosi news. God bless General Berger and the New leader,

Smith!

Yes, a Christmas break. Why not? It’s the most wonderful time of the

year as we await the coming of The wonderful counselor Jesus.

Blessings,

Mary did you know that your baby boy would one day walk on water?

 
Mary did you know that your baby boy would save our sons and

daughters?

 
Did you know that your baby boy has come to make you new?

 
This child that you delivered, will soon deliver you,

Mary did you know that your baby boy would give sight to a blind

man?

 
Mary did you know that your baby boy would calm the storm with his

hand?

 
Did you know that your baby boy has walked where angels trod?

 
When you kiss your little baby, you kiss the face of God

The blind will see, the deaf will hear, the dead will live again

 
The lame will leap, the dumb will speak, the praises of the Lamb

Mary did you know that your baby boy is Lord of all creation?

 
Mary did you know that your baby boy would one day rule the

nations?
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Did you know that your baby boy is heaven’s perfect Lamb?

That sleeping child you’re holding is the great I AM.

The shepherd became the lamb that was led to the slaughter for our

salvation and yes the song is perfect for the season. We should

advent asking for God’s presence instead of presents. Blessings,

We should let the cartels know that Pelosi spilled on them and then

send her on vacation to Mexico.

They should give Pelosi the Bill Gates treatment, give her a short

rope and let her flop around for about 5 to 10 minutes.

Too much flopping and her tits would give her a concussion, causing

her to sleep through the tongue hanging to her belly button (which is

probably sagging down to her cankles by now) part. Wouldn’t want

her to miss out on that.

Obviously the world in a disaster for us all because people keep

choosing to look to the future for answers instead of dealing with the

present in a mindful manner.

I support this move.

 
I never served in the USMC, but I was part of the 25th Marine

Regiment in the year 2460, and our forces were leaded by Gen.

Smith. He, Trump, and Supreme Commander David Berger had

teleported into the future. They helped us win major fights against an

invasive alien species called Brecktoids. They were so hideous some

died just looking at them. We lost many men. Yes, Time Travel is

Real, and the forces of good are moving back and forth through time

to make sure the continuity of mankind (and the Jznlznghu) survive.

Zee you may not be able to comprehend but there are

people/consciousness from future living between us. The perceived

time continuity and inertia in nature is because nature automatically

sends back information from future to past and some people in

future have understood and mastered it.
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General Berger isn’t going to tell the people who are actually

participating in the operation why he’s stepping down, but the

readers of Real Raw News know why…Yeah right.

He DID say why he was stepping down. He didn’t appreciate being

kept in the dark. Good reason to step down.

Too bad. Trump has proved himself and is a genius 5D+ chess player

–Pity there’s a lack of intuition to anticipate and understan Trump’s

game board a bit more. If I was Trump I would be the same—VERY

CAREFUL NOW

We in the Lone Star wish you well General Berger, thank you for your

selfless efforts, few men of this world could ever walk in your shoes.

My white hat is off, to you.

Michael, you are the gift that keeps on giving to we patriots! God

bless you, thank you and Merry Christmas!

The Hero playing cards are NOT what this is about–

 
Trump is THE Commander in Chief…Period….What is the REAL

reason Gen Berger is stepping down? Is Gen.Berger perhaps under

stress for having lost quite a few good men that had traps set for

them from the inside?

 
…

 
 SG Anon likes RRN. He said a few days ago he thinks its

75% TRUE.  But yesterday SG anon was on a show and was asked

again about RRN and the question /statement put to him was about

MB… saying MB really does not like TRUMP ????? 

 
We have been warned very often about the fake Maga information.

Zee where is the list? You are getting too engrossed into MBVerse.

Where are comments about 5D quantum chess?

He’s not going to get any more information than General Berger did.

May as well put blinders on him, eh?
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This looks to me like yer basic corporate-style power play. I’ve never

served in the military but I spent 35+ years in Corporate Amerika

and have seen numerous shakeups like this – but with one VERY,

VERY important difference.

In the civilian world, the guy who quits or gets fired does NOT get to

choose his replacement. Apparently, Gen. Berger couldn’t take any

more of Trump’s wishy-washy megalomania BS. But he HAD to,

because he was appointed by Trump and therefore had to be

subservient to Trump. Mr. Smith is / was NOT a direct Trump

appointee and therefore is not beholden to him, at least not

technically or to the same degree. (Although, the Insurrection Act is

very unclear about these “chain of command” issues – so it boils

down to a pissing match between teams of lawyers as to exactly

WHO is in charge and when……)

Anyway, it’s my hope that General Smith uses his independence from

civilian “authority” to teach Trump a lesson or two about a thing

called “courage” – and working for the benefit of others, unselfishly

– not being a loudmouth BS artist more worried about himself and

his “reputation” than doing the right thing for America.

God be with you, General Smith.

“General Smith won’t tolerate quacky tales about a Donald Trump

clone or double sitting at Mar-a-Lago”

Hear that all you RRN clone-GGI-body double-theorists out there.

They don’t need a clone or double. If in fact trump took one of the

shots as he claimed, he can be controlled through remote signals

from towers and satellites.

DJT took his OWS vaccine and NOT the clot shot. He knew full well

that his “ows vaccine was not a cure” and came with risks, it was the

only way the DS version from being mandated. He kept taking his
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OWS vaccine optional. This is why he can honestly say that he saved

millions of lives. He saved the American People from being legally

force to get the death jab. Hope this helps. Blessings,

What Are You Talking About?

 
President Donald Trump STILL Encourages Americans to take the

clot shot & boosters.

 
Because He Says:

 
” They Are Safe & Effective. ”

 
” The Vaccines HAVE SAVED LIVES! ”

 
” Because, HE HAD THEM ROLLED OUT QUICKLY IN

NOVEMBER/2020! ”

HOW MANY PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MAIMED, DISABLED, AND

MURDERED, FROM TRUMP’S FAMOUS COVID VACCINE

ROLLOUT!?

If He Wants To Take Credit For Saving Lives!

 
He can just as well take credit for the suffering, and deaths of

Americans, YOUNG BABIES, AND CHILDREN, From the Dutiful

Vaccines!

Alien nanobots no only allow you to be controlled by the “Director

(all intelligent AI)” using 26th dimension of the string theory but also

gives you power of shapeshifting.

Yeh you’re right. It’s probably better to live in fantasy land than to

face the facts of reality

Tady na RRN nemáte ŽÁDNOU důvěryhodnost, 

 
protože jste označený TROLL. A jsou méně než jakýkoli klon 

 
CGI, dobbleganger….

Otřese věcmi: Bez ohledu na to, zda jde o slib nebo slib, doufejme, že

se jednou provždy zbaví všech krtků/zrádců zevnitř.

Pokud jde o případ NP, doufejme, že nás na základě závěrečného

ujištění MB nezklame. požehnání,
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